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Area activity 

The King's Cross Central area this year has seen the opening of Regeneration House (for the 

Art Fund offices and the House of Illustration galleries), the new Camden council offices and 

the new passageway to the Underground. People in Saxon Court, Rubicon Court and the 

Global Generation Skip Garden have been fostering a sense of community, through activities 

such as the summer lunch. 

Meetings 

The Forum met four times in the year. It heard presentations about: 

 Gasholder Triplets. 

 Building B6. 

 German Gymnasium. 

 Fish and Coal Buildings. 

These are discussed in the remarks below about planning applications and building designs. 

The Forum also heard from: 

 Argent, on the implementation of the Section 106 agreement. 

 Camden and Islington Public Health, on the options put forward to NHS England for 

health care provision in the King’s Cross Central area. 

 King’s Cross Academy, on the intentions for the first year of the school (which is to 

open in 2015).  

The Steering Group met seven times in the year and transacted business by email between its 

meetings.  

Planning applications 

The Forum opted to respond only to the planning application for the German Gymnasium; the 

response (on the entrance canopy, external signage, external seating areas, interior space, the 

balustrades, the mirror front of the box on the first floor and the roof tie-bars) is available 

here. Though the response was summarised in the report by the planning officer, its points do 

not appear to have been considered, either then or for the subsequent “approval of details” 

planning application for the exterior. The interior has yet to be brought forward for planning 

approval. 

http://kxdf.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/german-gymnasium-concerns.pdf


Building designs 

Camden Council organises a Design Panel and an Access Forum to review plans for the 

King’s Cross Central area before submission as planning applications. These bodies now hold 

joint meetings. The plans looked at this year included those for: 

 Gasholder Triplets. 

 Building B6. 

 German Gymnasium. 

 Fish and Coal Buildings. 

Representatives of the Development Forum commended the architects of the Gasholder 

Triplets on their efforts to respect the industrial heritage of the building and to create an 

equitable relationship between the new apartments and the listed gas holder frames, 

particularly in their ingenious means of avoiding dominating balconies. They commented, 

however, that the perforated bands demarcating horizontal divisions in the facades were 

jarring. As noted in the planning application, the architects subsequently changed the design 

of these bands to take account of these comments, thereby creating more robust elevations.  

The proposal for the Gasholder Triplets made sufficient provision for bicycles and electric 

cars to comply with planning requirements. However the provision will become inadequate in 

some years (as will that at other buildings in King’s Cross Central). This was noted at the 

Development Forum meeting that looked at the proposal, and the provision for bicycles was 

subsequently increased. Members of the Development Forum also suggested in the minutes 

of the meeting that there should be interpretation boards and downloads to explain how the 

buildings related to the original gasholders; this point should be considered for the “approval 

of details” application. 

Building B6 had been restyled since it was last given planning permission, in 2010. 

Representatives of the Development Forum felt that the “retro” styling had been handled 

poorly. In their words, “B6 is to be part of a parade of buildings along Goods Way having 

very similar overall heights and prominently visible from Granary Square. The others would 

extend at their full heights to the building line, but B6 would be set back in the upper storeys 

on this frontage, so that the tower-like pavilions at its corners would be lower than the 

buildings on either side and would just look silly— as well as ugly, since the contrived 

composition of this façade has little grace.”  

By the time that the proposal for Building B6 came to a meeting of the Development Forum, 

it had improved in various respects; in particular, the pavilions and the cornices had been 

made less clumsy. As outlined in the minutes of the meeting, several members nonetheless 

thought that the elevations were suited more to an inter-war office block near the River 

Thames than to a foil for the nineteenth and twenty-first century buildings near the Regent’s 

Canal. After that meeting there were further improvements, which produced the design 

finally submitted in a planning application. Though some members still had misgivings about 

https://kxdf.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/meeting-minutes-17-september-2014.pdf
https://kxdf.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/meeting-minutes-17-september-2014.pdf
http://kxdf.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/meeting-minutes-16-april-2014.pdf


it, the scope for more improvements seemed limited and the Forum did not respond to the 

application. 

The Fish and Coal Buildings are to be converted into (yet another) series of restaurants, along 

with test kitchens and offices. To facilitate this, the small (currently blocked) windows with 

high sills facing on to the towpath are to be greatly enlarged. Representatives of the 

Development  Forum at the Panel and Access Forum noted that these windows would lose 

character, and any reference to their historic use for stables, by being enlarged.  

This point about the Fish and Coal Buildings was reiterated at a Development Forum meeting 

(as recorded in the minutes of the meeting), where, additionally, members felt that the 

conservatory was not related well to its site and that a pitched roof would be more appropriate 

than the proposed flat roof. Both these points were reinforced in responses by the 

conservation advisory committees to the subsequent planning application. However, neither 

was supported by the planning officers, and the plans were accepted. 

Construction impact 

Camden Council holds four Construction Impact Group meetings each year to monitor the 

King’s Cross Central area development and the construction impact on the local environment.  

Attendees are from Argent (and the contractors involved in the development), Network Rail, 

Camden Regulatory Services, Camden Environmental Health, Transport for London, a Maiden 

Lane Resident and King’s Cross Development Forum representatives.   

As well as being briefed on the construction progress with each building and public realm 

areas the Group receives quarterly noise and air quality reports highlighting any threshold 

breaches, the circumstances for the breach and the remedial actions taken. Similarly 

complaints from the public and any consequential actions are reported.  

Construction progress is documented here. Also, the King’s Cross Central web site has a 

section on work with local groups.  

Despite a hot summer there has been higher than average rainfall which has assisted the dust 

suppression across the site and levels recorded at the boundary have remained below the 

London mean roadside levels for all sites and below London mean background levels for 

most.  There were less than ten air quality breaches, none of which were deemed significant 

or a risk to health. 

http://kxdf.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/meeting-minutes-12-february-2014.pdf
http://www.constructionatkingscross.com/
http://www.kingscross.co.uk/community


Locations of air quality monitors 

The developer made a commitment to monitor noise throughout the project. The commitment 

required a baseline survey and monitoring during construction at agreed locations. The 

baseline survey was carried out in 2007 / 2008, before the start of construction. Permanent 

monitoring stations were installed, as shown below, and surveys are carried out bi-monthly. 

Though there is a commitment to monitor noise, there are no specific limits on noise. 

However, the developer agreed with Camden Council that where the recorded noise levels 

exceeded a threshold the sources of the noise would be investigated and, if attributable to the 

construction activities, action would be taken to control this noise. 

Locations of noise monitors 



Health care provision 

The Forum discussed health care provision in successive meetings with Argent (which has 

obligations under the Section 106 agreement that NHS England has not yet asked to be 

fulfilled) and Camden and Islington Public Health. Members of the Forum also hed a meeting 

with Health Watch Camden (which is “all about local voices being able to influence the 

delivery and design of local services”). Camden and Islington Public Health had put various 

options (summarised here) to NHS England for consideration and decision. 

Funds 

The Forum continues to hold £1000 in funding from Community Action, the charity 

associated with One Housing Group. The funding is to defray costs on the basis that the 

Forum is concerned to integrate and represent, as far as possible, the users and occupants of 

both the King’s Cross Central area and its periphery.  

Communications 

Members of the Forum were consulted by six individual students, and one group of six 

students doing a joint project, who were typically writing dissertations on community 

involvement in the development of the King’s Cross Central area. Members of the Forum 

were also asked for views for a newspaper article (which misquoted them). The Forum 

thereby offset slightly the marketing machine operating for the development. 

Web site 

The Forum web site has copies of the submissions made on behalf of the Forum and pointers 

to relevant external documents. Members of the Forum are urged to subscribe to receive 

automatically information about updates to the web site, especially as documents such as 

planning applications are too large to be sent in mass email.  Subscribing is free and simply 

entails providing an email address under the heading “Future posts” at the web site. Updates 

occur every few weeks. 

Members are also encouraged to subscribe to the King’s Cross Local Environment web site. 

This is concerned with more short term matters than the Forum web site and covers a wider 

range of topics, so updates occur every few days. 

The coming year 

With greater occupancy of the King's Cross Central area, the role of the Forum has started to 

change (as reflected in the revised terms of reference). Alongside the Forum there is the 

residents association for Saxon Court and Rubicon Court, both of which are managed by One 

Housing Group; Art House, too, has One Housing Group tenants (though overall it is not the 

responsibility of One Housing Group).  However, other buildings do not have quite the same 

concerns; for instance, Dolphin Square Foundation will be the landlord for social tenants in 

Plimsoll Building when it is occupied in 2015.  

https://kxdf.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/meeting-minutes-16-april-2014.pdf
http://kxdf.wordpress.com/
http://www.kingscrossenvironment.com/
http://kxdf.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/revised-terms-of-reference.pdf


With this in mind, the Forum is intended to become a site occupants association that would 

put forward the views of people living or working in the area. However, there are various 

challenges in making this happen. In particular, the one-year students at Urbanest and Art 

House, and the overseas owners at Art House, might well not have the same interest in the 

area as longer term local residents. At least while the area is still under development, the 

interests of the residents will to some extent be considered in the marketing efforts. The 

intention and value of the Forum should be kept under review. 
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Elections 

Nominations are sought for members of the Steering Group to be elected at the annual review 

meeting on 26 November 2014.   

Appointees (at review date) 

 Chair: Hugh Lake. 

 Deputy Chair: Ben Williams. 

 Secretary: Robert Milne. 

 Treasurer: Jim Humphris. 

 Steering Group: the above officers and Del Brenner, Deklan Kilfeather, Jasmine King, 

Norman Sheppard, Malcolm Tucker. 

 Representatives on implementation panels:  

o Access Forum: John Chamberlain, Helia Evans. 

o Design Panel: Robert Milne, Malcolm Tucker. 

o Construction Impact Group: Deklan Kilfeather, Jim Humphris. 


